
The Five Men Fashion Instagram To Navigate Through 2019 

In this age of technology, no doubt we can’t go far from social media to look up the latest 

trends. For those who follow fashion progression, changes are pretty quick with every 

seasonal fashion week holding. The concern to keep up to date as daily basis is real. 

Instagram might as well the common choice to inspire the Mariano Di Vaio In you. Some 

people are really good at presenting themselves, it seems straight out of look book. You 

might think to free dive into Instagram for seeking that one iconic men fashion account, but 

without friends to ask for, you certainly lost in your journey. Fear not my friend, your golden 

list is here. Now make us proud and let the world see how attractive your fashion sense is..  

1. Nick Wooster - @nickwooster 

         

Experiences do talk a lot. As the wine ripped with the old age, this would be the best 

description for Nick Wooster. ‘The Woost’ has been in the men fashion odyssey since the 

1980s and named as one of the best-dressed men of all the time. His sense of fashion is 

everything you need, from the eccentric liberal suits, clean tailored blazer to handy 

everyday look. Learn from this one of the kind fashion experts and steal the look. 

2. Oliver Cheshire - @oliver_cheshire 



        

Oliver is not always in the spotlight and parades the catwalk. When he’s down on the street, 

people would agree how exquisitely blend his streetwear is. If you ever feel doubtful about 

the recent trend, look at him and you will realize that nothing goes bad in the fashion world, 

only a bad way to mix it. 

3. Luka Sabbat - @lukasabbat 

        

The young man is still in his early 20s, but we can say he achieve more than most of us do. 

Street style is his main skill and those trendy pieces you think will look ridiculous? would be 



killed by Sabbat. He’s also one of the initiators of the cross-body bag that you see 

everywhere.  

4. David Gandy - davidgandy_official 

        

Gandy is that pinch of salt that you need in every list of model/fashion influencer in the 

world. He is the perfect picture of masculine, British gentlemen. While he’s not busy 

directing his short films, he presenting the British traditional looks as the perpetual and 

timeless thing.  

5. Michael B. Jordan - @michaelbjordan 

       



The fashion trend is a huge madness, some might say. A lot of things got to change, nothing 

stays forever, the 90s hit back, so does the 80s, 70s, and older siblings from the Queen era. 

Yet, we can conclude 2019 as the era of ‘Be Yourself’. Give yourself a personal touch and 

overcome the world. That’s why ladies and gentlemen, Michael B. Jordan is a must follow. 

Why? one sole reason is cause he (almost) takes all the trendy stuff and make it looks good. 

You want to survive this year fashion trend? Michael B. Jordan. Want to look good in 

everything? Again, Michael B. Jordan. Want to be a Villain but with style? That’s right, 

Michael B. Jordan. Have a bit of Jordan everyone. 

 

BONUS 

1.    @menwithclass 

Classy, tailored slim fit suit is always a candy in the eye. It boosts up your charisma also give 

a professional or formal vibe. If you a fan of gentlemen wardrobe, you need to follow this 

account. 

2.    @menfashionpost 

Known as the social media account of the magazine with the same name, mensfashionpost 

is the right place not only for up to date fashion but also lifestyle and recent event. Enjoy 

your evening tea with their full package feed. 


